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A Worm Hole Earth Short Story

Jana woke with a start, the high pitched beeping from the console told her that the scan was 

complete. Stretching, she rose from her chair and walked over to the "tub," as the Panoramic 

Virtual Display Suite was called. 

A fairly new invention over the last twenty years. It allowed the ship's sensors to scan a system

and then provide a holographic representation of the system that allowed humans to "play" with 

the images. The Galaxy class explorer "Fiery Sun" was 63.7 light years away and entering the 

system called, Gliese 710.

Jana paused for a second to smile at the thought, if they just wait another million and a half 

years they could get to this system in a few months. Gliese 710 was moving in the direction of Sol

and would be under a light year away, at its closest point; for several thousands of years.

Not that it mattered, since the worm holes or just Rings, as most people called them, could 

make travel to this system instantaneous. If there was anything worth plopping a Ring on.  Of 

course, all systems get the space ring to allow ship travel but there could be other rings dropped 

off to allow people to travel there. Usually that only occurs when there is something interesting.

Looking at the "tub", Jana started to manipulate the virtual controls to zoom in on the star. 

"Okay, let's see what my baby has for momma."

"Jana, has the "tub" lit up?" Came Commander Ralph Johnson's voice across her MindNet 

connection. The biocomputer that all citizens have once they get to high school. He was the duty 

officer on this shift. He and the others were in the galley. There wasn't much to do until the "tub" 

lit up. 

"Just came in Ralph, wanna come up for a looksie?"



"Sure, we are on our way." He said. 

She watched their progress through her MindNet display. Giving them a taste of what's to 

come, she started to pass them the initial findings from the explorer ship Fiery Sun or as they call

it, FS. This has been their baby for the last year, as they took control of the ship from Transit 

Control. Those folks were mostly interested in getting the Interstellar ships from point A to B. 

Jana's team was an explorer team made up of scientists that would provide the Imperial Star 

Registration Office with the initial system report. 

There the system would be listed as a Habitable system or a Resource system. Then put out 

for auction to which Consortiums and/or Guilds would bid for. A Habitable system is owned by 

the government and is divided into zones that everyone can get involved with. A Resource system

is usually leased by a single entity or a group of entities that bid together. 

The SkyEye Explorers Guild, which Jana works for, is one of two explorer guilds that 

investigate new systems. They use telescopes from Imperial systems to determine which systems 

might be the best for exploration. Once the government agrees, they fund the transit. Man has not

learned to go faster than one-third the speed of light so even trips to the nearest stars take over a 

decade.  Luckily the explorer ships are remote controlled via worm holes, so they can handle 

higher acceleration rates than humans and no human is stuck on a ship for years.

In fact, Jana was excited, the culmination of their mission was in sight. Sure it could be 

months more if this proved valuable. Mapping of resources, determining the composition of the 

planets, and the type of fauna that could be found. If a Habitable system, the government will pay

for a 6 month investigation of the system. If it was more to be a Resource system, the team 

would spend a month investigating the system. Mostly concentrating on mineral or chemistry 

make ups. They already have an idea that there are several planets in the system with some in the 

star's Goldilocks zone. They just can't tell too much when the ship is traveling so fast.

Still coming up the central tube, Rick, one of the junior planetary geologists on the team 

excitedly said, "I can't believe it, we have a full system. There are nine planets. Oh my God, we 

hit it."

Excited babble as others started to pay more attention to the initial feeds. Professor Jana 

Stoddert just smiled as Commander Johnson tried to calm the group down. Being the only 

military member on the team, it was like herding cats, they were so excited. Add to that, their 



respect for the military was rather limited. The military always had command of the missions but 

the Guild actually ran the show. 

Jana knew the military could quickly pull the plug if things went sideways. This was her third 

system discovered. So she was the old hand. Her and Igor, that is. He was the other ranking 

member on the Guild team but was more into his Astrobiology work than into leading a team. 

Jana didn't mind, he was brilliant at what he did but a complete jerk when trying to get things 

done. They had an unwritten agreement that he would let her run the show and he would just 

sign the forms she told him to sign.

She cut off the data feed to the groans and cries of alarm from her team. "Alright you FNGs, 

pay attention to what you are doing and get up here as quick as possible. I don't want any of you

breaking a neck or something else equally stupid, because you weren't paying attention. I don't 

like paperwork that much." 

Silence but Ralph's chuckle. Then on private line, "You should have been in the military." 

She countered, "Ha. No thanks, I like to think." They enjoyed teasing each other. 

There was some noise from the central tube. Their station had gravity from J-Rings but the 

designers left the core of the station at zero gravity to allow movement up and down the station 

mainline without having to use an elevator. There was an elevator on the opposite side of the 

station from where Jana's control room was. That was used to move equipment mostly. 

Most people get a kick out of going zero g since that is rarely experienced by most citizens. 

All stations had artficial gravity and only the station workers normally had a chance to work in 

zero g. Of course a bunch of excited, highly intelligent yet immature kids racing up a zero g 

corridor was not normally a scene one would call up when thinking of safety. If you got a good 

head of steam, you could conceivably hurt yourself trying to stop.

When the team arrived, all the excited chatter started up again as each could get their own 

feeds from their stations. Rick was excitedly rambling off all of the planet types. Ralph looked over

at Jana and smiled at Rick's squeals of joy. It was like watching a kid.

Doctor Julie Chen was Rick's counterpart, the team's other planetary geologists and she was 

starting to get excited too. Jana knew they had a good system if both of them were excited. The 

star did have two of the planets in the expected Goldilocks zone. If they are Habitable, it would 



be a good payday for the team. They shared in the profits the Guild made from selling the 

reports and a habitable system would raise all kinds of interest. 

Jana thought to herself, "Maybe this could be a Habitable system afterall. That would be great,

there are only 20 planets in the Empire that Man could inhabit the surface."  Many had Habitats 

and there are plans to terrarform others but most planets had an atmosphere or biology so 

different, it was deadly to humans. These were left to study only.

Henri Etan, their radar specialist, waved for Jana's attention. Ralph saw it too, saying. "Henri, 

you have something?" With that, all eyes turned his way.

"Commander, I am not sure yet but I am getting structured radio signals coming from within 

the system. They are weak and I am not sure if they are natural or not."

Igor popped his head up at Henri's comments and the rest of the team went silent. Jana was 

almost at Henri's side when Igor got there first. Jana looked back at Ralph and saw that he was 

talking on the phone to someone. 

"Crap" she thought, "the military will come in here and shut this down."

The newer team members were not really sure what was going on but Jana, Igor, Henri and 

Ralph were. When Jana got to Henri's station, she saw the signals and knew that Henri knew 

what he had but he was just scared to say it.

Igor was looking at the signal output, he whispered to Jana, "They will take over this mission 

soon, you know that right?"

"Maybe they will let us continue to build knowledge of this star." she offered.

"Not a chance, this will be kept hush until they figure out if what we have here is friendly or 

not."

Henri looked up, unsure of what to say, "This is first contact, Doctor. It will change 

everything."

Igor waved his hand dismissively, "We are still a light week away. Chances are they will not 

know we are here. The military could cordone off this system or even destroy them, if they are 

more primitive and no one would know the difference."

Henri protested, "But we know what is here."



Igor looked at Jana and shared an understanding of what this could mean. Henri continued to

protest as Rick and Julie came over to Henri's station. Commander Johnson stayed at his 

command station. The scientists were gathered around the evidence but Commander Johnson 

could wipe it or shut it down in a second from the command terminal. In minutes there would 

probably be security entering the command deck and soon after military and Guild management.

What happens in the next hour or two could decide the fate of the explorer team and the 

suspected aliens.

Commander Johnson cleared his throat, "I am sorry." He turned to his terminal and Henri's 

station powered down, as did all the other stations on the command deck. "There are protocols to

follow when we make contact."

The scientists were just sitting there, shocked this was happening. Ralph continued, "Military 

authorities and Guild management will soon know what we have found. Security will be here in a

minute to escort you all out to the galley. Even the Emperor will hear of what you have found."

Jana asked, "Ralph, what is going to happen to us?"

"I believe nothing, you will probably be made to sign some papers to promise not to talk 

about this then you will be rewarded and assigned a new explorer." He said.

Rick spoke up, "They will keep this quiet? This can not be." As Igor hit him upside the head.

Igor whispered fiercely, "Shut up you idiot, you could be dead in a few minutes if you are 

considered too much of a risk."

Jana was shocked at the fierceness in Igor's voice and what he said but was not sure what 

would happen. She looked at Ralph and was starting to worry. He didn't look happy and that was

not good. Even if he was military, he was part of the family and it seemed like he was considering

a very unpleasant task.

Jana spoke up before Rick could say something again. He came from a rich family but she 

was not sure that would protect him. "Ralph, we will be quiet." As she looked back at the team to

ensure they shut up.

Ralph spoke up, "Yes Jana, I know you all will. I told them as much. But, there are 

precautions that need to be taken."



Igor looked at Ralph and said, "This is not the first contact is it?"

Ralph smiled, "No it is not. There have been two others. Both more primitive than us and 

their systems have been cordoned off. One had reached an Industrial Age level and the other was 

a global empire but akin to the Romans"

Jana moaned, Henri and Julie looked scared but Rick asked, "Professor, what is wrong?"

Igor looked at the floor, "What will really happen to us, Commander."

The sounds of people entering the command deck could be heard. Ralph really looking sad 

said, "The citizens of the Empire are not ready to learn of other races."

Ten military looking people entered the command deck. They had black uniforms and carried 

suitcases. Behind them another twenty people came out, in grey uniforms. They started to pull 

out computers and connect to the stations.

The black uniformed members came up to the scientists and started to move them to seats. 

Ralph said, "Please, all of you, be seated and do not resist. You will be fine. This will only take a 

short time."

Igor looked at Jana and then at Ralph, "You are going to mind wipe us?"

One of the black uniformed mean, an officer, "Yes Doctor, of today's events. It is the most 

humane way, wouldn't you agree? Better than killing you or sending you off to a remote center 

with no contact with the rest of humanity for many years, yes?"

Jana was led to her seat gently but firmly, she looked at Ralph and saw that one of the black 

uniformed men was doing the same thing to him. "Even you Ralph?"

"Yes, Jana, even I am not allowed to remember what we found."

The man that was attending her, put a patch on her neck. She knew it was useless to struggle. 

Rick was starting to struggle and was nowhere near strong enough to break the hold of these 

people. He was just treated a little rougher when he struggled.

Igor yelled at Rick, "Stop it, you idiot, there is nothing you can do to stop this. Just accept we

will not remember we made a discovery."

Jana was barely able to follow the conversation after that. She was getting sleepy.



She looked stunned. Everyone around her did. Their ship hit something and exploded. The 

last thing they saw was the flames coming to the internal ship camera. Then nothing.

Ralph said, "Jana what did we hit, did you see it? Anybody record anything?"

Igor slammed his hands on his console, "Damn it, 12 years from the nearest star."

Rick and Julie looked in shock. Henri was trying to retrieve data from his console but his 

frustration said he was not able to get anything. Jana felt something was wrong but couldn't put a 

finger on it. She replied, "No Ralph, its like I just remember seeing the explosion."

Rick asked, "Professor what do we do?"

Igor angrily answered, "We try to build a case to justify a mission there again. We might not 

be allowed to stay together but we need to put together what we can until we are reassigned."

Jana still feeling weird said, "At least you are no longer FNGs"

Julie looked at her. Rick was going to ask, but Igor told them to get to work. Ralph smiled 

and got on the line with Guild management and his military commanders. Reports will need to 

be filed and explanations made. The instruments would tell the story but command always wanted

to hear a human explanation. Losing a remote controlled Interstellar Galaxy class explorer like the

Fiery Sun is not something looked on with good grace. 

There isn't much Jana could do about it, luckily she was not the mission commander but it 

seemed they hit something that was not there a minute before. It being light years from the next 

closest human ship, means it would be a long time for someone to find out what really 

happened. If the Empire decides to send something that way.

At the end of their shift, Jana was heading to the Ring. She wanted to go back home. The 

interrogation for the destruction of the ship didn't seem that bad. Almost too easy but she is 

happy it didn't go bad.

Julie caught up with her. Even though the board went well, Julie looked terrible. She was 

taking this hard. The loss of her first mission.

"Let's go have a drink." Jana told her. Julie just nodded. They both went through the ring to 

the central hub at Alpha Centauri. This was a large transfer station and had places to get a drink. 

Julie was from Earth, while Jana lived on Proycon II or New Sumatra.



They settled in at their table. Jana asked "Julie are you okay? It's not that big of a deal. Seems 

that management doesn't blame us. We should all have new missions soon."

"I know, it's just something feels wrong. Like I don't believe the ship was destroyed by 

accident."

Jana was shocked, "You too?" Julie looked more alert after that.

Jana asked "Do you remember what happened before the explosion?"

Julie shook her head, "No and that is what feels weird."

"Did Rick feel this as well?" Jana asked. She had not told anyone else. She thought she was 

falling asleep on the job but now someone else felt the same?

"No, Rick didn't feel anything. So I thought it was me and me not doing a good job."

Jana said, "No Julie I don't think it's that. Not sure what happened but I don't think you 

should blame yourself. You are good at what you do."

Julie gave a weak smile, sat siliently for a minute, "Thanks, I need to get going if I want to get

a seat on my tram home. Thank you for the drink." She got up and started to leave. Then she 

turned back. "Professor, what does FNG mean?"

Jana smiled, "Fucking New Guys."

 


